
ABOUT IF-FT T’2023ABOUT IF-FT T’2023
The IEEE Egypt AP-S/M T T-S Joint ChapterIEEE Egypt AP-S/M T T-S Joint Chapter  is organizing the
International Forum on Future Telecommunications and
Technologies (IF-FT T’2023IF-FT T’2023), and Alexandria, Egypt, will host it
from December 17–19, 2023December 17–19, 2023 . The forum is receiving technical
support from the IEEE AP-S and IEEE MTT-S societies. The IF-

FTT’2023 is a world-class forum where researchers, practitioners,
and educators may present and debate the most recent concepts,
patterns, successes, and difficulties in the field of
telecommunications, technologies, and system product line
engineering. The IF-FT T’2023 forumIF-FT T’2023 forum  will provide an opportunity
to learn from both the latest research and the real-world
experiences of industry professionals.

We look forward to seeing you and participating with usWe look forward to seeing you and participating with us
at IF-FT T’2023 in Alexandria , Egypt!at IF-FT T’2023 in Alexandria , Egypt!

The IF-F T T’2023 TracksThe IF-F T T’2023 Tracks

Research.Research.

Industry.Industry.

Challenge cases.Challenge cases.

Challenge solutions.Challenge solutions.

Contr ibutions toContr ibutions to

workshops.workshops.

Tutor ials  andTutor ials  and

demonstrations tools .demonstrations tools .

The IF-F T T’2023 DeadlinesThe IF-F T T’2023 Deadlines

Submission deadline dueSubmission deadline due

October 15, 2023October 15, 2023

Selection Notification dueSelection Notification due

November 15, 2023.November 15, 2023.

Participation and SubmissionParticipation and Submission
The IF-FT T’2023 forumIF-FT T’2023 forum  seeks invitedinvited  talkstalks  and proposalsproposals  for
half-day (3-hour) or full-day (6-hour) sessions related to the
forum tracks to be held during the forum days. The invited talks
may be held in a hybrid format (attend and/or online) as part of
the forum’s technical program. The program committee is looking
for proposals on a wide range of topics and levels, from
fundamentals to the most recent advances in hot subtopics of all
forum tracks, by October 15, 2023October 15, 2023 . All proposals will be reviewed
by peers before a final selection is made. This is to make sure that
there is a wide range of forum track proposals that are relevant to
forum attendees and fit into the schedule.

The IF-F T T’2023 WebsitThe IF-F T T’2023 Websit

https ://r8.ieee.org/egypt-https ://r8.ieee.org/egypt-

apmtt/if-ftt-forum/apmtt/if-ftt-forum/
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